SIFMA handles hotel reservations for all participants. Hotels are adjacent to the Wharton campus and offer special rates to the SII participants. Hotel accommodations are not included in the tuition, and therefore individuals are required to pay the hotel directly. Payment information is required on the SII registration form to guarantee the hotel reservation.

There is a **FIVE-NIGHT MINIMUM** (March 6–11, 2022) stay policy at all designated SII hotels. Whether participants check in a day late or leave a day early, they will be responsible for ALL FIVE NIGHTS. Participants will be billed for all five nights if they do not cancel their reservations by January 21, 2022, or if their stay is less than the guaranteed nights. All cancellations must be submitted in writing to Kristin Sheehan or Erin Schroeder at sii@sifma.org. Cancellations made directly with the hotel will not be honored.

Below is a list of available properties. For hotels not adjacent to the Wharton campus, buses will be provided to/from campus.

**Homewood Suites (A Hilton Property) - $219/night**
4109 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
This hotel is walking distance to campus. A shuttle bus is provided to and from campus and events. Standard hotel breakfast is served.
([Homewood Suites Website](#) – Reservations must be made through SII registration)

**Inn at Penn (A Hilton Property) - $277/night**
3600 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
This hotel is located across the street from campus. A shuttle bus is provided to and from events. SII catered breakfast.
([Inn at Penn Website](#) – Reservations must be made through SII registration)

**Sheraton Philadelphia University City - $195/night**
3549 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
This hotel is walking distance to campus. A shuttle bus is provided to and from events. SII catered breakfast.
([Sheraton Website](#) – Reservations must be made through SII registration)

**Steinberg Conference Center - $245/night**
255 South 38th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
This hotel is located on campus and has limited availability. A shuttle bus is provided to and from events. Standard hotel breakfast is served.
([Steinberg Conference Center Website](#) – Reservations must be made through SII registration)
The Study at University City - $219/night

20 South 33rd Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104

This hotel is walking distance to campus. A shuttle bus is provided to and from events. SII catered breakfast.

(The Study Website – Reservations must be made through SII registration)